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Abstract. This research paper deals with the implementation of an image captioning algorithm using Tensor-
flow, Keras, and Python, as well as a way proposed for optimization, using image compression techniques. The
objective is to use image compression techniques to minimize data size, execution time, and computer resources
since machine learning applications often have numerous constraints concerning energy consumption, process-
ing power, and dataset sizes, thus making them less efficient for real-time, applied use cases. We can find new
ways to apply machine learning in more simple real-life applications by attempting to reduce such obstacles.

1 Introduction

It is known that machine learning applications face diffi-
culties such as big dataset sizes, big power consumption,
and time-consuming training times. In many cases, these
obstacles are in the way of such technologies being used
in real-time applications efficiently. Such problems fuel
the present research paper concerning ways to attempt to
reduce problems like the ones mentioned above thus mak-
ing the image captioning algorithm more efficient to be
used in real life and real-time applications [1–3]. The re-
search of this paper is the optimization of a Python-based
image captioning algorithm using image compression and
decomposition methods so that comparison data can be
extrapolated after being tested in the same set of images.
The results are being also analyzed in-depth via the aid of
graphs after the testing stage so that the extent of the im-
pact is presented. It is important to note that the “extent
of the impact” is measured in multiple areas like execu-
tion time, dataset size, and machine resources analyzed in
detail.

2 Background

Apart from education applications [4], machine learning
and Neural Networks could be used in various other such
as sign language learning [5], gaming [6], and medical ap-
plications [7]. Due to the constraints mentioned before,
as well as faulty or lesser quality equipment, bad condi-
tions that can affect the hardware’s performance, (for ex-
ample very bright or very dark lightning conditions) the
efficiency of such models may be unstable making them,
for now, not efficient enough for real life use. However,
there are many applications that can adapt a good and ef-
ficient image captioning model that do not necessarily re-
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quire hardware of the best quality so that they can be ac-
cessible to more people. An example can be aids for dis-
abled individuals. Such an application needs to be effec-
tive, which includes fast response, accuracy in a dynamic
environment and reliability. Another use can be a smart
glass application for live feed image captioning and object
recognition for commercial, entertainment or educational
purposes, like producing instant text for paintings in an art
gallery or recognizing the model and brand of products.
Such possibilities led us to attempt to optimize and possi-
bly suggest ways to make an image captioning model more
efficient.

3 Objective

3.1 Software-hardware tools

Before analyzing the process let’s look at the technical
parts first. The image captioning algorithm was devel-
oped in Python, Python 3 to be precise, as it is almost a
main way in machine learning applications for its easily
accessible features using libraries. We used the Tensor-
flow platform in combination with the Keras library. Also,
we wanted to have as much GPU power as possible. The
Google Collaboratory platform was a simple solution in
this area as it provides some of the tools needed to be pre-
installed, so we ended up using it for our tests. In particu-
lar, the specifications of the machine we used are shown in
table 1. The specifications of the machine used are a good
start so that we could extract some general results. At first,
the training of the model was done using the Flickr30k Im-
age dataset. After that, some random images were selected
and a new caption was generated for each one, where then
we compared the initial and the generated caption to ex-
tract the accuracy of the model. Afterward, we decided to
use image compression techniques on the datasets to see
the quality of the results in an attempt to reduce execution
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Table 1. Software tools and Hardware

Software Hardware
Python Version 3.7.12 2x Intel Xeon 2.20 GHz CPU
Tensorflow 2.7.0 Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB GPU
Keras 2.7.0 13GB RAM
Cuda 11.1 V11.1.105 78GB Storage

time, dataset size and see the effects on the performance.
The compressed images were unseen to the trained model,
but the original images were part of its training. There
are 2 categories of image compression techniques: lossy
and lossless [8–10]. Lossless compression means that as
the file size is compressed, the picture quality remains the
same and it does not get worse. Also, the file can be de-
compressed to its original quality. Lossy techniques on the
other hand permanently remove data from the original for
the needs of the compression [11]. In this paper, we focus
on how the image captioning algorithm operates on unseen
images after lossy image compression techniques. We de-
cided to use 3 lossy techniques PCA, SVD, and K-means.

4 Methodology

4.1 CNN-RNN

The Image Captioning Algorithm is based on Convolu-
tional Neural Network (CNN)-Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) framework [12–16] that first extracts the image-
level feature using CNN, and then utilizes a language
model, RNN or its variants, such as Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM), Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) et al., to
generate meaningful sentences [17]. The CNN is used to
encode the image where the RNN to decode the sentence
from the embedding [18].

4.2 PCA

The first image compression technique chosen is Princi-
pal Component Analysis (PCA). PCA is one of the most
popular unsupervised machine learning algorithms as an
analysis tool in signal processing, image processing, and
pattern recognition, where it transforms several corre-
lated variables into a smaller set of uncorrelated variables
[19]. The data values of the dataset are defined as p n-
dimensional vectors x1, . . . xp or equivalently, a n × p data
matrix X, whose jth column is the vector x j of observa-
tions on the jth variable, where p numerical variables and
n entities or individuals. Such dimensionality reduction
can be a very useful step for visualizing and processing
high-dimensional datasets, while still retaining as much of
the variance in the dataset as possible[20]. Even though
the technique is lossy, PCA-based dimensionality reduc-
tion tends to minimize that information loss, under certain
signal and noise models. Although it seems almost like
the compressed image using the PCA method it is not, as
explained. Under the assumption that x = s+n, that is, the
data vector x is the sum of the desired information equals
the bearing signal s and a noise signal n one can show that

Figure 1. The original uncompressed image

Figure 2. The same image compressed with PCA algorithm

PCA can be optimal for dimensionality reduction, from an
information-theoretic point-of-view.

4.3 SVD

The second compression technique chosen is Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD). SVD is another dimension-
ality reduction algorithm, that works by rewriting the com-
plicated original matrix into a sum of smaller and simpler
matrices [21]. This computation allows us to present the
substructure of the original data more accurately, releasing
the values that are not as necessary in retaining the quality
of the image. It also orders this data from most variation to
the least variation. Specifically, the singular value decom-
position of an m × n complex matrix M is a factorization
of the form M = UΣV∗, where U is m × m complex uni-
tary matrix, Σ is a m × n rectangular diagonal matrix with
non-negative real numbers on the diagonal, and V is an
n× n complex unitary matrix [22]. On the right you see an
image before and after the compression using SVD.

4.4 K-Means

The final technique chosen is K-mean clustering. Because
of its simplicity, k-means clustering algorithm was chosen
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Figure 3. The same image compressed with SVD

as another popular method in image segmentation, with
the difference that it applies cluster analysis in contrast
to the previous techniques. This method aims to partion
the dataset X = x1, . . . , xN , where xN ∈ Rd, into M sub-
sets/clusters C1, . . . ,CM , depending on the criterion ap-
plied [23]. The sum of the squared Euclidean distances
between each data point xi and joint mk (cluster center)
of the subset Ck, is the most widely used and the one we
utilized [24].

Figure 4. The same image compressed with K-Means

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Image captioning

The image captioning algorithm [25], a CNN & RNN ar-
chitecture as mentioned before [26], has 8 hidden layers
and runs for 1000-10000 iterations with an average exe-
cution time 45min / 1000 iterations. Of course, we are
talking about GPU runtime. For the training, we used the
Flickr30K dataset, which, as the name states, is a 30k im-
ages dataset. Furthermore, we experimented with values
like the number of iterations, learning rate, or the number
of layers so that we can find an optimal tuning. As it is

shown on the images the model deals well as a compari-
son to the original caption of the image with the caption it
predicts. There are some extra words in the predicted cap-
tions, a problem that can be resolved if the accuracy rate
is improved.

Figures 5 and 6 show the average values of the al-
gorithm during all the runs, regarding the cost and accu-
racy. Having experimented and extrapolated all this data
we came up with an ideal tuning of parameters for the
model at 8000 iterations with an accuracy percentage of
65%. Let it be noted that as shown in the graphs, the model
was trained many times with different parameters, so this
accuracy rate is not a result of one run but a rather stable
average accuracy rate.

Figure 5. The average values of the algorithm’s accuracy during
all the runs

The results from testing and experimentation gave us a
much more clear image of how the initial image captioning
algorithm was effected.

Figure 6. The average values of the algorithm’s cost during all
the runs

After the training with 30k images 30 random images
of this dataset were taken to be compressed 3 times for
each compression method and given to the model as an
input for image captioning. As shown in the images be-
low there is a big inaccuracy rate in the predicted captions
but after getting all the results, we noticed that in some
cases there are fractions of accuracy for the PCA and the
K- means compressed images while SVD was unsuccess-
ful.
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On figure 8, the predicted captions are wrong, but the
model chose right words such as “small girl” and “green”
in the PCA image which is a good sign.

Figure 7. Image captioning results on original image

Figure 8. Image captioning results on PCA compressed image

Same case is presented on figure 10. As we see this
time the model gave a rather more accurate prediction for
the K-Means compressed image than the original image
itself. Such inaccurate outputs were partly expected as the
model was not trained in compressed images. How-

Figure 9. Image captioning results on original image

Figure 10. Image captioning results on K-Means compressed
image

ever, such clues suggest that the algorithm can, partly for
now, “see” the compressed images. The results of the
calculations of the data size and execution time reduc-
tion were quite promising. Of all 3 compression tech-
niques K-means compression method saves the most size

per image at around 65% each image while others around
50%. There was also a big improvement in overall exe-
cution time. The fastest technique was PCA with approx-
imately 0.28 sec per image while the other 2 techniques
also showed execution time improvement. These percent-
ages can make a substantial difference in using techniques
like image captioning in more applied real-time applica-
tions. Such signs suggest that there might be more to this
experiment, as it is also backed up by the results extrapo-
lated. With better training of the neural network and the
overcoming of some problems, image compression can be
an efficient way to make the image captioning algorithm
more efficient.

6 Discussion - Problems

Taking stock of the results shown above and the experi-
ence earned we faced some key obstacles in this research
which we wish to solve in our future work. As a gen-
eral, google collab was friendly to use environment with
all the tools we needed installed by default. But there
were limitations as for the disc space, GPU runtime, and
background execution. Furthermore, the average execu-
tion time for training at an average of 5000 iterations is
4.30 hours, depending on the stability of the bandwidth
which most of the time was not on our side. Here there
is an area for improvement because in future work the al-
gorithm needs to be trained for datasets of a bigger size.
The results show that despite the low accuracy of the com-
pression algorithms used, the dataset’s size is reduced to
a great extent. It is expected that if the accuracy of the
image captioning algorithm is increased then we can see
better results generally in many areas of the research. This
leads to much work to be done for future work in our re-
search to solve the issues mentioned.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In conclusion, the accuracy of the model after using com-
pression has plenty of areas for improvement. But there
are good and promising signs, such as substantial data size
and execution time reduction, that make us have an op-
timistic view about the potential of this research. With
improvements in our future endeavors, this model can be
efficient enough to be used in practical situations. At first,
improving the image captioning algorithm by creating a
different and better deep neural network architecture or
by trying to imply parallelization methods into the model
to improve the overall accuracy of captions and reduce
the execution time. Furthermore, using a more powerful
computer, with better hardware and maybe a Linux based
OS (to give more freedom for tuning several parameters
and values in the system) will give a chance for training
and testing the model across more challenging benchmark
datasets, like MSCOCO, VQA 2.0 et al., and compare
the results for a clearer view of the status. At last, ex-
perimenting with different decomposition or compression
techniques could make up a better model with higher ac-
curacy and lower execution time.
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